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Figure 1. BodyHub (A) is a reconfigurable wearable concept that allows users to extend their garments with rich digital functions (D) by attaching
different input and output modules (B) to a garment-integrated bus system (C).

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

While mobile technologies are moving closer to our body and
novel wearable gadgets and smart textile interfaces emerge,
current approaches are often expensive individual solutions
for specific applications and lack reconfiguration possibilities.
With this work, we introduce BodyHub, a modular wearable
approach that allows users to realize their own smart garment
applications by arranging and configuring exchangeable functional modules. To address individual user requirements and
preferences, we developed a comprehensive repertoire of input and output modules that can be placed freely onto slide-in
sockets which are imprinted in the textile by using 3D printing.
Further, we developed a smartphone companion app that facilitates the creation of user-defined system functions without
any programming skills. BodyHub thereby allows the creation
of personalized wearable solutions by the users themselves
and also supports ad-hoc assemblies for interface design explorations in research labs. To demonstrate the range of possible
applications, we describe real-world use-cases from the areas
of work life, shopping, mobility, and gaming.

Mobile technology has woven into our everyday life and provides a powerful digital repertoire of ubiquitous services and
smart functions. However, this development also poses problems, as mobile devices often require the full attention of the
user and distract from current activities. Wearable approaches,
such as Project Jacquardt [10], offer a promising potential
to support users in a more unobtrusive way. Prior work investigated wearable construction kits that aim to teach basic
electronics and programming skills. They simplify the prototyping of interactive clothing by providing electronic kits
and visual programming editors. Projects like EduWear [5],
i*CATch [8], or MakerWear [6] empower children to create
their own interactive clothings. Interactex [3] provides an environment that is designed for smart textiles and facilitates planning and implementation of wearables with a specific use-case.
To support reconfigurability, reversible connectors are still
a challenge. Researchers addressed this challenge by using
conductive zippers and hook-and-loop fasteners, snap buttons,
magnetic connectors, and individual plug connectors (cf. [7]).
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In contrast to such prior work, we want to explore a broader
scope of scenarios and empower users by allowing them to
realize and adapt their own wearable interfaces without effort
or the need of technical knowledge. Therefore, we present
BodyHub1 (Figure 1, A), a reconfigurable wearable system
for clothing, which allows to combine various I/O-modules to
create individual wearables. To provide easily exchangeable
modules, we propose a connector system which is directly 3D
printed into garments and interconnects the modules with integrated conductors. The communication between the modules
is realized with a central unit, which also provides a wireless connection to the user’s smartphone. To combine the
interaction possibilities of the user-selected modules, we developed an easy-to-use companion app which allows to define
customized system functionalities on the go.
1 For

further technical details see: https://imld.de/bodyhub/

Figure 2. Our prototype comprises 15 modules (A) ranging from displays to customizable touch modules (B). This variety allows the combination of
input and output modules to define custom functions with the smartphone app (C). We work on miniaturisation (D1-2) and improved integration (E1-2).

BODYHUB APPROACH AND PROTOTYPE

The BodyHub system consists of four main components: I/Omodules, a socket system integrated into clothing, a central
control unit, and a companion app.
I/O-Modules and Socket System: At the current stage, we
developed eleven different input- and output-modules as well
as four decorative modules (Figure 2, A). The functional modules in combination with the easy-to-use 3D-printed sliding
mechanism (Figure 1, B) allow to quickly combine various
functionalities into one wearable user interface. Since all
electronic components are removable, the garment itself only
contains passive components, which both improves washability and allows the system to be used over a long period of time
even after the garment has worn out. In contrast to previous
work, which examined 3D printing on textiles (cf. [2, 12, 9,
11]), we use imprinting to attach the sockets to the garment,
which leads to an even stronger bond between the 3D printed
object and the fabric. For communication, all sockets are interconnected with wires (Figure 2, E1), which will be textile
integrated in our ongoing development (Figure 2, E2).
System Structure and Communication: A microcontroller
manages the data communication to the attached modules and
is connected to a smartphone via Bluetooth Low Energy (Figure 1, C). Within the companion app, the current input status
is validated and the required output is triggered and forwarded
to the corresponding component. This component can be the
smartphone, a module on the clothing, or a remote-controlled
system such as a PC, smart-home device, or AR-glasses. In
addition to interaction within the system, this allows to communicate with other devices or prototypes and thus to explore
new interaction possibilities in research labs.
Companion App: To accomplish a simple specification of
user-defined functions without programming, we developed
an Android app according to the If This Then That principle
(IFTTT) [4]. To create a BodyHub function, the user simply
selects one or more triggers and maps the action(s) that should
be executed if these triggers are activated (Figure 2, C).
APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Next, we will briefly go through four promising use-cases.
I Mobility: Mobile devices often require high user attention (cf. [1]). For instance, when driving, mobile notifications
or navigation instructions can visually distract and endanger
the driver. Therefore, an NFC-module can detect when the
steering wheel is touched by a corresponding tag and will
manage distracting notifications. BodyHub further makes it
possible to shift the navigational instructions from the visual

to the tactile sense by forwarding the navigation commands to
vibration modules (Figure 1, D1).
I Work: NFC-Tags can also be used in the work context to
automatically log-in when the employee arrives at the workplace or to exchange virtual business cards by handshake with
other BodyHub users. Furthermore, the system can act as a
remote control which can, for example, be used to handle slide
presentations via simple gestures provided by the included
gesture module (Figure 1, D2) or via body movements recognized by an orientation module.
I Grocery Store: BodyHub can show shopping lists directly
on the clothing with an attached display module. The NFCmodule also provides object recognition by simply picking up
tagged products. This allows the list to be updated and, if necessary, output visual (e.g., on an LED-Display) or tactile (e.g.,
via vibration module) warnings if a product contains allergens
without the need of reading the ingredient list (Figure 1, D3).
I Gaming: The capacitive touch module allows to create
customized game controllers (Figure 1, D4) without even
changing electronics, since the user only has to change the
UI-cap that is fully 3D-printed and combines conductive and
non-conductive materials in a single print (Figure 2, B).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented BodyHub, a modular wearable system for customized body-worn interactions. The combination of several
functional modules and the easy-to-use smartphone application allows a reconfiguration adapted to the users’ needs even
at runtime. To illustrate the versatility, we developed a prototype that implements this concept and enables the user to
realize a number of application examples, including contextaware, tangible, and remote interaction. We proposed 3D
printing as a suitable approach for garment-integrated sockets
and the realization of reconfigurable wearable systems. For
future work, we plan to miniaturize the modules (cf. Figure 2,
D1-2). We already started to improve the textile integration
of the wire conductors (Figure 2, E) and plan to extend the
IFTTT principle to allow defining more complex functions,
without affecting the ease of use. In addition, we want to
explore further applications and evaluate them in field studies.
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